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By the author of Ruby, Between the Cracks, a winner of the Top Ten Best Books for Teens 2015

award, this unflinching look at Steven's life will stick with you long after you put it down.He never

told what went on behind closed doors. But this time, he canâ€™t remember.Things never have

been easy for Steven. He accepts that, and just makes the best of things. He might not have

parents or a happy home. Or enough to eat most days. But at least he has a couple of loyal friends

who stand by him and help out when they can. At least he has school, someplace he can go to

escape the abuse.But just when he thought things couldn't get much worse, they did.Steven is

accused of murder. But that isn't the worst part. The really bad part is not even knowing if he did

it.Scroll up and click to buy now!Praise for Don't Forget Stevenâ€•" I couldn't stop reading â€•" The

chilling tale of domestic violence and Steven's struggle to overcome his traumatic experiences,

"Donâ€™t Forget Steven" is a fast-paced, compelling read that keeps the reader on the edge from

beginning to endâ€•" An interesting and insightful peek into Steven's life and what it is like to be

abused... I really loved this book and would read it again.Praise for P.D. Workmanâ€œEvery single

one of [P.D. Workmanâ€™s] books has spoken to me in ways no one or almost anything else has.

And I have found strength in the books I've read.""The way that P.D. Workman writes just flows

amazingly and allows the reader to get really invested in a book."Scroll up and click to buy now!
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This is an exceptionally difficult book to review because the story is heartbreaking and how do you

rate a tragedy? This review is of the writing.I felt that the story line was very stereotypical and

superficial. Very little was portrayed in any depth. The events were described and but not explored

so I felt distanced from the situation as I would reading a brief newspaper article. This was most

evident in Steven's friendships which felt like just by the way I know these two people not like

friends who would have more intimate knowledge of each other. As there was little depth to their

friendship any romance came across as false.@crushingcinders

Definitely worth the read. Gut wrenching to know this goes on in our world.

Well written page turner! I couldn't put it down!
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